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COMP32111 System Level Design 
Coursework: A Drawing machine  

 
Coursework Introduction  
To illustrate the methodology used in designing Systems-on-Chip (SoC), the coursework con-
siders the design of a drawing machine at different levels starting at the algorithmic level and 
working down to a RTL (Register Transfer Level) description, which will be synthesised by the 
tools on to a Field Programmable Gate Array.  

Exercise 1: Algorithmic Model 
Aim  
To gain an understanding of the programmer’s algorithmic view of the Drawing Machine, to 
identify a compute-friendly drawing function and code this, to write tests to show that it draws 
the desired shape and to verify that the algorithm used works correctly.  

Demonstrate: your drawing machine, testing and verification at the start of the lab session in 
week 4 of term (the 3rd Lab Session).  

Assessment: 10 Marks (out of 50 for the entire course) – read the Assessment section below 
before getting your work assessed – it contains lots of suggestions for doing good work. 

Learning Outcomes: experience of writing an algorithmic model in a high level language, 
integrating functions into a larger system, writing test and verification programs, and debugging 
a high level model.  

Introduction  
Figure 1 below shows the entire high-level view of the system and its test environment (called a 
testbench). The top-level view of the Drawing Machine is the algorithmic view of the system and 
thus contains no details of the internal hardware required.  

Normally, in a complex system, the highest level of description would be a system specification, 
which would be used to explore and define the operations that the system can perform. As you 
are given a system specification for a simple drawing machine in C++, this exercise concentrates 
on adding an additional drawing function and exploring the algorithms to draw this shape. For 
this reason, the model you are working with is termed an Algorithmic Model.  

Log into your student linux account in the normal way. 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1: High Level View of Drawing Machine System 
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Open a terminal window by clicking the right mouse button and selecting Open Terminal. In the 
terminal window type these commands: 
  
cd ~ 
tar –xf $COMP32111/ALM.tar  

The tar command creates a directory COMP32111 containing the ALM directory. The ALM 
directory contains the algorithmic level description of a basic Drawing Machine and a copy of 
the file contents is at the back of this exercise.  

You can enter a directory using the change directory command (cd). So typing 
cd COMP32111 
cd ALM 
or typing cd COMP32111/ALM will get you into the ALM directory. 
 
To move up one level in the directory structure type cd .. 
To return to the top directory level type cd 
To list files and sub-directories in a directory, type ls 
To display the contents of a file, type less <file name>. This displays the first page.  

spacebar moves forward a page 
b moves backwards a page 
/<string><return> performs a search for the string and matches are highlighted 
q quits less  

To print a file on a printer, type enscript -P<printer name> <file name> 

The code in the ALM directory contains two drawing functions: point draw and line draw. 
Because the Transaction Level and Register Transfer Level models treat the design as a set of 
communicating modules, an object oriented approach is also adopted for the highest design level 
and while C++ or Java can be chosen, C++ is chosen for the modelling for reasons that will be 
explained in lectures. Also, SystemC used for the Transaction Level Models (TLMs) is 
compatible with C++, so the code for both these and the top level model are similar in style 
making it easier to comprehend. 
 

 
Figure 2: ALM Model of Drawing Machine System 
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The logical partitioning of the system is shown in Figure 2. 

Blocks to the left of the dotted line represent the environment used to drive the drawing machine 
and output results (the content of the frame store) while the blocks to its right represent the 
drawing machine modules which enable shapes to be drawn. The self-contained composition of 
the testing environment and drawing machine is referred to as a testbench. The solid lines in 
Figure 2 show the relationship between the blocks. The dotted lines represent links which assist 
with the observation of the system operation but which probably wouldn’t be available in a final 
system; the dotted link shown from the Command Interpreter to the virtual screen provides a 
mechanism for verifying what is drawn, while the frame store to virtual screen link enables a 
visual check to be performed.  

The Command Interpreter reads commands from the standard input stream; this is a stimulus file 
(e.g. draw.txt) or commands typed into the terminal window. The Command Interpreter then 
determines the type of command, checking that the parameters have been supplied. The dump 
command causes the Interpreter to write the non-black entries on the screen to a text file 
vsDump.txt; it has been included to help you verify your work. The clear command resets the 
screen to black. The drawing machine to the right just consists of a drawing engine, a frame store 
(holding the picture) and a virtual screen which displays the frame store contents; the virtual 
screen is a child process of the frame store and so has its own execution thread.  

In the ALM directory, typical stimulus commands can be found in the file draw.txt; the 
instructions are: point, line, clear, dump, sleep, quit. A program called vscreen displays 
the screen window on your CPU monitor; note that the display origin (0 0) is top left and that 
you get a random screen pattern when the drawing machine starts up (just as you would on 
power-on). The remaining files comprise the files for the environment and the drawing machine. 
In general these comprise a header file (file extension .h) and behavioural file (extension .cpp) 
for each identifiable object in Figure 2. The table below summarises the files in the ALM 
directory.  
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The drawing engine computes an eight bit colour to be written to a particular x y location. The 
bits in the byte are interpreted as follows: 
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Thus 0 is black, 3 is blue, 28 (0x1c) is green, 224 (0xe0) is red, 255 (0xff) gives white, 31 (0x1f) 
gives turquoise, 252 (0xfc) gives yellow, and 227 (0xe3) gives pink.  

File Name(s) 
 

Comment 
 

 
main.cpp  

 
The main program defining the system objects to be a 
Command Interpreter, a Frame Store, a Drawing Engine 
and a Virtual Screen. The main program invokes the 
Command Interpreter to read a command and then calls 
the appropriate method to execute the command.  
 

 
commandInt.h  

 
The Command Interpreter reads a command line from  

commandInt.cpp  the input stream (a file or the terminal) and parses it to be 
a point, line, clear, dump, sleep or quit command with its 
parameter(s). The Command Interpreter contains the 
clear and dump methods. 
 

drawing_Engine.h 
drawing_Engine.cpp  

 
This has two methods which perform point draw, or line 
draw.  
 

 
frameStore.h  
frameStore.cpp  

 
Handles the memory buffer holding the picture 
information. The frame store starts the virtual screen as a 
separate thread and has two public methods; one reads the 
8-bit colour at a particular location, and the other writes 
an 8-bit colour to the frame store.  
 

 
params.h  

 
Defines the parameters required by the drawing machine 
e.g the screen is 640 pixels by 480 lines, black is 0x00 
and white is 0xff.  
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Point Draw  
This is the simplest draw function. A colour is written to the specified x and y position. 

Line Draw  

A start co-ordinate x0 y0, a finish co-ordinate x1 y1 and a (8-bit) 
colour need to be specified. The line is usually manipulated so that 
it appears in the first octant (0

0
 to 45

0
) as shown. The octant is 

determined by comparing the coordinates and the magnitude of the 
differences between the x and y coordinates of the end positions. If 
the line is in a different octant it can be moved into the first octant 
by exchanging left and right, up and down and, possibly, swapping 
x and y. 
  
The obvious algorithm to compute the pixels forming a line from x0 y0 to x1 y1 is:  
dx = x1 - x0 
dy = y1 - y0 
m = dy/dx 
e = 0 
x = x0 
y = y0 
plot(x, y) 
for i = 1 to dx  

x = x + 1 
e = e + m 
if e > 0.5  

y = y + 1 
e = e – 1 

plot(x, y)  
 

The term e represents the difference between the intended value of y and its actual position 
rounded onto the pixel grid. Although the algorithm uses integer arithmetic, it uses division. For 
these reasons, Bresenham’s Algorithm is used because it is a purely integer algorithm which 
can be implemented using only integer addition, subtraction and bit shifting. Since it avoids 
multiplication and division this leads to simpler, faster implementations. The algorithm takes 
advantage of the fact that the values of e and m are not directly related to the values x and y; 
scaling both of these by 2dx and applying an offset to e yields the version of the algorithm used 
in the code you are given:  

dx = x1 - x0 
dy = y1 - y0 
e = -dx 
x = x0 
y = y0 
plot(x, y) 
for i = 1 to dx  

x = x + 1 
e = e + 2*dy 
if e > 0  

y = y + 1 
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e = e - 2*dx 
plot(x, y)  
 

 
This is a wholly integer algorithm. The multiplications by 2 can be done by shifting left one 
place and the sign of e is given by its most significant bit.  

Running The Code  

In each session for this exercise, you will need to set up the correct path before running the code. 
So in a terminal window type:  

PATH=/home/cadtools5/vscreen/bin:$PATH<return>  

As previously stated, the code for a basic line and point drawing machine and its display are in 
the ALM directory beneath the COMP32111 directory. So, in a terminal window, change direc-
tory (cd) to the ALM directory. The code for the drawing machine and the display need to be 
compiled into a run file. The script to do this is in the Makefile. So, to compile and link the 
code, type  

make 

This creates an executable file called controller. Stimulus test instructions are contained in the 
file draw.txt. So run the program with its test instructions by piping the stimulus file into 
controller by typing  

cat draw.txt | ./controller 

in your terminal window. The program is terminated by including a quit command in the text 
file, or by closing the screen (X top right on the Virtual Screen window) and pressing control-C 
in the terminal window.  

Alternatively, you can run the drawing machine program by typing  

./controller 

in the terminal window and then manually typing in the drawing instructions in the window e.g. 
line 0 0 200 200 255 <return>. Terminate as previously described.  

Tasks  
Examine the code to ensure you understand it. Then compile, link and run the program to ob-
serve what happens on the screen that is opened.  

Select a drawing function to implement. You should devise code for your selected object using 
the existing code as an example of C++ code. Remember that you will want to implement this in 
hardware at a later date and so to avoid undue complexity at the RTL level, you should avoid 
using multiplication, square root and division etc. in computing the pixel points to be lit! You 
may care to investigate compute-friendly drawing algorithms and if so, the following web ref-
erences are useful – 
Various shapes: http://www.wol.net.pk/mtshome/cppComputerGraphics.html 
Circle: http://www.ecse.rpi.edu/Homepages/wrf/Research/Short_Notes/bresenham.html 
Ellipse: http://homepage.smc.edu/kennedy_john/BELIPSE.PDF 
Polygon filling: http://www.cs.csustan.edu/~rsc/SDSU/Interpolation.pdf 
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A compute-friendly algorithm for a Bresenham’s circle with centre coordinates x0 y0 and radius  
r is: 

x = 0; 
p = 3-(2*r) 
for x=0 to r-1 

plot(x0+x,y0+r) 
plot(x0+r,y0+x) 
plot(x0+r,y0-x) 
plot(x0+x,y0-r) 
plot(x0-x,y0-r) 
plot(x0-r,y0-x) 
plot(x0-r,y0+x) 
plot(x0-x,y0+r) 
x=x+1; 
if(p<0) 
 p = p+(4*x)+6 

else 
  r = r-1 
  p = p+(4*(x-r))+10  

 
Other possible objects to draw are:  
1.  filled triangle*  
2.  sine wave  
3.  parabola  
4.  circle (filled or unfilled)  
5.  arc 
6.  Inverter (see Figure 4) Inverter Or Gate 
7.  Or gate (see Figure 4) 
8.  filled rectangle* or trapezium* 
9.  characters 
10. A shape of your choice (which you should get approved by a member of staff) 
 

* sides preferably not vertical or horizontal  

You should add your code to the drawingEngine code and make appropriate changes to other 
parts of the code to include a new drawing command for your shape. Create a test file which 
demonstrates the operation of your new shape in different areas of the screen. Finally, you need 
to verify that your shape is lighting the correct pixels. The best way of approaching this is to 
compute the pixels to be lit by a different algorithm and then compare these with the dumped 
frame store obtained from your test program; the lit pixels and colour generated by both methods 
are identical. To compare two text files, use the diff command. In a shell window, type: 

 diff -b <filename1> <filename2> <return>  

This returns a list of all lines where the text differs. The -b option causes different number of 
spaces between text and at the end of a line to be ignored.  

You will be expected to demonstrate all the features (implementation, testing and verification) at 
the start of the lab session in lab 3 (week 4 of term).  
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Assessment 
 
As third-year students, you will appreciate that a great deal of practical computer science 
deals with modifying existing implementations.  The challenge is to understand how 
someone else has designed a module, to modify it to extend its purpose, and not to introduce 
any bugs. This exercise, and particularly this marking scheme, is intended to reinforce these 
points. 

Checklist: before you get your exercise marked: 
a) Be prepared to show the demonstrator your source code:  

b) What circles have you used to test your code? 
 

.............................................................................................................................................  
 

.............................................................................................................................................  
 
.............................................................................................................................................  

 
.............................................................................................................................................  

 
c) Do you think the demonstrator will be able to break your code? 
(Careful!  They have evil test cases!)  
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Marking 
(To be filled in by the demonstrator) 

a)  Is the student’s code readable?   (max 2) 

Are the student’s modifications to existing code obvious?   (max 1) 

Does the student’s new code use the same conventions as existing code?   (max 1) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  
 

 

b) Are the student’s test cases well chosen?   (max 1) 

Do the test cases start simple, and get more complex?   (max 1) 

Are the student’s test cases comprehensive?   (max 2) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  

 
 

c) Does the student’s code pass all the demonstrator’s most devious tests?   (max 2) 

(Demonstrator’s comments)  

 
 

 

Total  (max 10) 
 

Students: You will need to use submit on your file “circle.cpp” to enter the marks into Arcade. 
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   commandInt.cpp
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Command interpreter module
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include "commandInt.h"

using namespace std;

Command CommandInt::readCmd() {
    Command cmd;
    char    cmdline[CMDBUF+1]; /* room for NULL terminator */
    char*   command;
    char*   param;
    int     paramCnt;

    /* get input line */
    readline(cmdline);
    if (VERBOSE) cout << "commandInt: new command line: " << cmdline;

    /* ---------- parse command line ----------- */
    /* use white space to separate tokens        */
    /* get command type (first token in command) */
    if((command = strtok(cmdline, " \t\n\r")) != NULL) {
        /* get value and count of parameters */
        for (paramCnt=0; paramCnt<MAXPARAM; paramCnt++) {
            if ((param = strtok(NULL," \t\n\r")) != NULL)
                cmd.param[paramCnt] = atoi(param);
            else
                /* no more parameters left */
                break;
        }
    }

    /* check that the number of parameters is correct */
    /* and return appropiate command type and params  */
    if (command == NULL) {
        /* an empty command line */
        cmd.type = Unknown;
        cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - ignoring empty command line." << endl;
    }
    else if (!strcmp(command, "point")){
        if (paramCnt >= 3)
            cmd.type = Point;
        else {
            cmd.type = Unknown;
            cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - ignoring ’point’ command with < 3 parameters
."
                    << endl;
        }
    }
    else if (!strcmp(command, "line")){
        if (paramCnt >= 5)
            cmd.type = Line;
        else {
            cmd.type = Unknown;
            cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - ignoring ’line’ command with < 5 parameters.
"
                    << endl;
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        }
    }
    else if (!strcmp(command, "clear")){
            cmd.type = Clear;
    }
    else if (!strcmp(command, "dump")){
        cmd.type = Dump;
    }
    else if (!strcmp(command, "sleep")){
        if (paramCnt >= 1)
            cmd.type = Sleep;
        else {
            cmd.type = Unknown;
            cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - ignoring ’sleep’ command with < 1 parameter.
"
                    << endl;
        }
    }
    else if (!strcmp(command, "quit")){
        cmd.type = Quit;
    }
    else {
        cmd.type = Unknown;
        cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - ignoring unknown command " << command << endl;
    }

    return(cmd);
}

int CommandInt::readline(char *buf) {
    char    c;
    int     charCnt = 0;

    do {
        /* read a new character and check for problems */
        cin.get(c);
        if (cin.eof()) {
            /* ran out of characters to read    */
            /* simply try again with same count */
            charCnt--;
        }
        else {
            buf[charCnt] = tolower(c); /* commands are lower case */
            if (charCnt == CMDBUF-1) {
                /* line too long for buffer => read */
                /* and ignore the rest of the line  */
                do {
                    c = getchar();
                } while (c != ’\n’);
                /* fix the last chars of the buffer */
                buf[CMDBUF]   = ’\n’;
                buf[CMDBUF+1] = 0;
                charCnt = CMDBUF;
                cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - line too long: " << buf;
            }
        }
    }  while (buf[charCnt++] != ’\n’);
    buf[charCnt] = 0;  /* NULL-terminate the string */
    return(charCnt-1);
}

/* clearScr is provided for verification purposes only */
void CommandInt::clearScreen(DrawingEngine& de, FrameStore& fs) {
    int     line;
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    /* write ALL pixels with colour BLACK */
    /* using full-screen horizontal lines */
    for (line=0; line<LINES; line++)
        de.drawLine(0,        /* start point x coord. */
                    line,     /* start point y coord. */
                    PIXELS-1, /* end point x coord.   */
                    line,     /* end point y coord.   */
                    BLACK,    /* colour               */
                    fs);
}

/* dump is provided for verification purposes only */
void CommandInt::dump(byte *mem) {
    ofstream dumpF("vsDump.txt", ios::out);
    int   x, y;
    byte colour;

    if (!dumpF)
        cerr << "commandInt: WARNING - could not open dump file ’fsDump.txt’." << endl;
    else {
        /* write non-BLACK pixels to dump file */
        /* pixels are "dumped" screen line by  */
        /* screen line as they are "scanned"   */
        for (y=0; y<LINES; y++) {
            for (x=0; x<PIXELS; x++) {
                if ((colour = mem[PIXELS*y+x]) != BLACK) {
                    dumpF.fill(’0’);
                    dumpF.width(3);
                    dumpF << x << ’ ’;
                    dumpF.width(3);
                    dumpF << y << ’ ’;
                    dumpF.width(3);
                    dumpF << (int) colour << ’\n’;
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   commandInt.h
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Command interpreter module (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef CIINC
#define CIINC

#include <cstdlib>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>

#include "params.h"
#include "frameStore.h"
#include "drawingEngine.h"

enum CommandType {
    Clear,     /* clear the screen             */
    Dump,      /* dump screen contents to file */
    Line,      /* draw a line on the screen    */
    Point,     /* draw a point on the screen   */
    Quit,      /* finish execution             */
    Sleep,     /* sleep for given time (in s)  */
    Unknown    /* unknown command              */
};

class Command {
    public:
        CommandType type;            /* actual command type */
        int         param[MAXPARAM]; /* parameters associated with command */
};

class CommandInt {
    private:
        int readline(char *buf);

    public:
        Command readCmd();

        /* clearScr is provided for verification purposes only */
        void clearScreen(DrawingEngine& de, FrameStore& fs);

        /* dump is provided for verification purposes only */
        void dump(byte *mem);
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   drawingEngine.cpp
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Drawing engine module
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <drawingEngine.h>

void DrawingEngine::drawPoint(int x, int y, byte colour, FrameStore& fs) {
    /* write pixel to frame store */
    fs.write(x, y, colour);
}

void DrawingEngine::drawLine(int x0, int y0, int x1, int y1, byte colour, FrameStore& f
s) {
    /* This is an implementation of Bresenham’s line drawing algorithm */
    int x, y;
    int dx, dy;
    int swap, e, type;

    /* if necessary, swap start and end points */
    if(x0 > x1) {
        swap=x1; x1=x0; x0=swap;
        swap=y1; y1=y0; y0=swap;
    }

    /* draw start and end points */
    fs.write(x0, y0, colour);
    fs.write(x1, y1, colour);

    /*check the "type" of line and swap params if needed */
    if(x1-x0 >= y1-y0 && y1-y0 >=0) {
         /* Y increases less than X  => calculate Y */
        type=1;
    }
    else if(x1-x0 < y1-y0) {
         /* Y increases more than X  => calculate X */
        type=2;
        swap=x0; x0=y0; y0=swap;
        swap=x1; x1=y1; y1=swap;
    }
    else if(y1-y0 < 0 && x1-x0+y1-y0 >= 0) {
         /* Y decreases less that X increases => calculate Y */
        type=3;
        y0=-y0; y1=-y1;
    }
    else {
        /* Y decreases more that X increases => calculate Y */
        type=4;
        swap=x0; x0=-y0; y0=swap;
        swap=x1; x1=-y1; y1=swap;
    }

    /* compute the pixels along the line */
    dx=x1-x0;
    dy=y1-y0;
    e=-dx;
    y=y0;
    for(x=x0+1; x < x1; ++x) {
        e=e+2*dy;
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        if( e > 0) {
            ++y;
            e=e-2*dx;
        }
        /* draw the pixel */
        switch(type) {
            case 1 : fs.write(x,  y, colour); break;
            case 2 : fs.write(y,  x, colour); break;
            case 3 : fs.write(x, -y, colour); break;
            case 4 : fs.write(y, -x, colour); break;
        }
    }
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   drawingEngine.h
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Drawing engine module (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef DEINC
#define DEINC

#include "params.h"
#include "frameStore.h"

class DrawingEngine {
    public:
        void drawPoint(int x, int y, byte colour, FrameStore& fs);
        void drawLine(int x0, int y0, int x1, int y1, byte colour, FrameStore& fs);
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   frameStore.cpp
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Frame store module
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <frameStore.h>

using namespace std;

byte FrameStore::read(int x, int y) {
    if ((x>=PIXELS) || (y>=LINES))
        cerr << "frameStore: WARNING - pixel ("
                << x << ", " << y
                << ") out of bounds in read."
                << endl;
    else {
        /* return the content of the frame store */
        /* that corresponds to pixel (x, y)       */
        return(membuf[PIXELS*y+x]);
    }
}

void FrameStore::write(int x, int y, byte colour) {
    if ((x>=PIXELS) || (y>=LINES))
        cerr << "frameStore: WARNING - pixel ("
                << x << ", " << y
                << ") out of bounds in write."
                << endl;
    else {
        /* write to the frame store */
        /* that corresponds to pixel (x, y)       */
        membuf[PIXELS*y+x] = colour;
                *handshake = 1;
    }
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   frameStore.h
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Frame store module (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef FSINC
#define FSINC

#include <iostream>
#include <cstdlib>

#include "params.h"

class FrameStore {
    private:
        /* declare the memory buffer */
        byte *membuf;
        byte *handshake;

    public:
        byte read(int x, int y);
        void write(int x, int y, byte colour);

        /* the constructor points the memory buffer to a buffer passed */
        /* as a parameter (such as the screen shared memory buffer)    */
        FrameStore(byte *mem) {
            membuf = mem;
            handshake = mem+SHMSZ-1;
        }
};

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   main.cpp
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   TOP LEVEL module
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <cstdlib>

#include "params.h"
#include "drawingEngine.h"
#include "frameStore.h"
#include "commandInt.h"
#include "virtualScreen.h"

int main () {
    /* environment devices */
    VirtualScreen vs;
    CommandInt    ci;

    /* engine devices */
    DrawingEngine de;
    FrameStore    fs(vs.shm_addr());
    /* the frame store shares the memory buffer     */
    /* with the virtual screen to allow that module */
    /* to peek at the frame store in the background */

    Command command;
    int     getNewCmd = true;

    do {
        command = ci.readCmd();
        switch (command.type) {
            case Point:
                de.drawPoint(command.param[0], /* x coord. */
                             command.param[1], /* y coord. */
                             command.param[2], /* colour   */
                             fs);
                break;
            case Line:
                de.drawLine(command.param[0], /* start point x coord. */
                            command.param[1], /* start point y coord. */
                            command.param[2], /* end point x coord.   */
                            command.param[3], /* end point y coord.   */
                            command.param[4], /* colour               */
                            fs);
                break;
            case Clear:
                /* clear the screen by drawing BLACK horizontal lines */
                ci.clearScreen(de, fs);
                break;
            case Dump:
                ci.dump(vs.shm_addr());
                break;
            case Sleep:
                sleep(command.param[0]); /* time to sleep in s  */
                break;
            case Quit:
                getNewCmd = false; /* stop processing commands  */
                break;
            case Unknown:
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                break; /* ignore unknown command */
        }
    } while (getNewCmd);
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   params.h
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Parameters file
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef PRMINC
#define PRMINC

typedef unsigned char byte;

/* --- screen --- */
#define PIXELS 640 /* screen width  */
#define LINES  480 /* screen height */

/* --- virtual screen --- */
#define SHMSZ    (PIXELS*LINES)+1 /* size of the shared memory buffer */
#define BLACK    0x00         /* code for colour BLACK */
#define WHITE    0xFF         /* code for colour WHITE */
#define CLOSESCR true         /* close the virtual screen on exit */

/* --- command interpreter --- */
#define CMDBUF   80   /* length of command buffer */
#define MAXPARAM 5    /* maximum number of parameters in command */
#define VERBOSE  true /* show executed commands in terminal */

#endif
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   virtualScreen.cpp
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Virtual screen module
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#include <virtualScreen.h>

using namespace std;

VirtualScreen::VirtualScreen() {
    int i, j, k;

    /* temporarily establish the SIGCONT signal */
    /* handler to synchronise with the screen   */
    signal(SIGCONT, &scr_synch);
    /* establish the SIGCHLD signal     */
    /* handler to terminate with screen */
    signal(SIGCHLD, &scr_synch);

    /* bring up the screen in a child process */
    scrPid = fork();
    if (scrPid == -1) {
        cerr << "virtualScreen: ERROR - cannot start ’screen’" << endl;
        exit(1);
    }
    else if (scrPid == 0) {
        /* ------- the screen is the child process ------- */
        /* --- the screen updates from the frame store --- */
        nice(10); /* reduce priority of the screen process */
        if (execlp("vscreen", "vscreen", "-s1", "-k234", "-c332", NULL) < 0) {
            cerr << "virtualScreen: ERROR - cannot start ’vscreen’." << endl;
            exit(1);
        }
    }
    else {
        /* ------- the virtual screen is the parent process ------- */
        /* --- write to the frame store from the parent process --- */
        /* wait until the screen finishes setting up the shared buffer */
        /* the screen sends a SIGCONT signal to "wake up" this process */
        pause();
        /* attach to the shared memory buffer that is used as frame store */
        shm = setup_shm();
    }
}

VirtualScreen::˜VirtualScreen() {
    int   status;
    if (CLOSESCR) {
        /* terminate the screen process */
        kill(scrPid, SIGTERM);
        waitpid(scrPid, &status, 0);
        /* release the shared memory buffer */
        release_shm();
    }
    else
        cout << "virtualScreen: remember to close the Virtual Screen" << endl;
}

byte* VirtualScreen::shm_addr() {
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    return(shm);
}

byte* VirtualScreen::setup_shm() {
    key_t key;
    byte *shm;

    key = 234; /* segment ID agreed with screen program            */
    /* locate the shared memory buffer that is used as frame store */
    if ((shmid = shmget(key, SHMSZ, 0666)) < 0) {
        cerr << "virtualScreen: ERROR - cannot locate shared memory." << endl;
        exit(1);
    }
    /* attach the segment to local data space */
    if ((shm = (byte *) shmat(shmid, NULL, 0)) == (byte *) -1) {
        cerr << "virtualScreen: ERROR - cannot attach shared memory." << endl;
        exit(1);
    }
    return (shm);
}

void VirtualScreen::release_shm() {
    /* release the shared memory buffer that is used as frame store  */
    if (shmctl(shmid, IPC_RMID, NULL) < 0) {
        cerr << "virtualScreen: ERROR - cannot release shared memory." << endl;
        exit(1);
    }
}

void VirtualScreen::scr_synch (int sigNum) {
    signal(SIGCONT, SIG_DFL);
    if (sigNum == SIGCONT) {
        /* once the screen has sent the SIGCONT signal we can */
        /* restore the signal handling to its default         */
        signal(SIGCONT, SIG_DFL);
    }
    else if (sigNum == SIGCHLD) {
        /* screen was closed -> terminate */
        exit(0);
    }
}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------
**   virtualScreen.h
**
**   Algorithmic level model of Drawing engine
**
**   Virtual screen module (header file)
**
**   version 0.2  15/10/2007
**   contributors: lplana, jpepper, lbrackenbury
**
---------------------------------------------------------- */
#ifndef VSINC
#define VSINC

#include <cstdlib>
#include <unistd.h>
#include <sys/shm.h>
#include <signal.h>
#include <sys/wait.h>
#include <iostream>

#include "params.h"

class VirtualScreen {
    private:
        /* pointer to the shared memory used by other */
        /* processes to communicate with the screen   */
        byte *shm;
        int   shmid;
        byte* setup_shm();
        void  release_shm();
        pid_t scrPid;

        static void scr_synch (int sigNum);

    public:
        /* returns the pointer of the shared memory block */
        byte* shm_addr();

        /* the constructor brings up the virtual screen */
        VirtualScreen();

        /* the destructor can close the virtual screen  */
        ˜VirtualScreen();
};

#endif


